


DFCC Cash Reward on Worker Remittance with DFCC Bank PLC

All you need to know about DFCC cash reward on Individual
Foreign Remittance with DFCC Bank.

Are you a Sri Lankan national with a foreign source of income? DFCC Bank
encourages you to remit your hard earned money to your motherland Sri
Lanka via DFCC Bank as we offer an additional cash reward to the foreign
remittance incentive which is implemented based on the scheme
introduced by the Sri Lankan Government on inward worker remittances.
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1. What is the CBSL Incentive Scheme on Inward Worker
Remittance?

You can read all about the CBSL (Central Bank of Sri Lanka) Incentive
Scheme on Inward Worker Remittance by clicking on the following link
which will direct you to a dedicated Key Fact Document about the CBSL
Incentive Scheme on Worker Remittance.

2. What is the Cash reward provided for Inward
Remittances?

DFCC Bank will provide Rs. 1.00 per dollar extra for the foreign inward
remittances forwarded for individual accounts which will be paid to any Sri
Lankan Rupee account maintained at DFCC Bank. This reward will be paid
on top of the Rs. 2.00 per dollar for worker remittance introduced by the
CBSL as well.

3. What do you need to be eligible for the Cash Reward?

Simply you need to forward a foreign remittance to the Bank and You need
to have/open an Rupee Savings/Current account with DFCC Bank for the
cash reward to be credited.

4. Can you ask the bank to remit the cash reward to a third
party?

Yes. A written request with clear instructions with the receiver’s details will
suffice. The receiver must be a DFCC account holder. You can provide the
request to any DFCC Branch islandwide.
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5. What is the validity period of the cash reward ?

The cash reward will be offered to all the foreign inward remittances
received via DFCC Bank (including money received via Lanka Money
Transfer) until 31st August 2022.

The validity period may extend upon the bank's discretion.

6. Is the Cash reward given only for USD inward
remittances?

No. If the money is remitted in any other currency other than USD, the cash
reward will be calculated by obtaining the equivalent USD amount.

7. How long does it take for the cash reward to be credited
to the account?

The cash reward will be credited to the LKR account within 05 working days
from the date of receipt of the inward remittance.

8. Contacting Us

You can call us on our 24 hour call center on +94(11)2350000 or write to us on
info@dfccbank.com

You can also visit any of our Branches as detailed on our website.
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